Shower & Bath
Color Guide

Customize with Color
Molten Stone provides the look of stone with
none of the hassle.

Bestbath is a leading manufacturer of bathing
products for people of all abilities. Our products —
from walk-in tubs to traditional shower inserts —
are designed to be functional and beautiful now,
but also to be easily modified as needs and abilities
change. Bestbath works closely with architects,
commercial project developers and homeowners
to ensure that our designs provide them with
function and value today and for years to come.

Accent colors allow you to choose from a limitless
rainbow of options for accent tiles or custom designs.

Better living begins with Bestbath.

Match any decor and add value to any bathroom with
quality color by Bestbath:

•
•
•

About Bestbath

Stock Gelcoat colors are an economical option
that delivers a rich, durable finish.

All colors are representational. For more accurate color examples,
please contact your sales manager for a sample.

BESTBATH PRODUCTS ARE MADE IN THE USA
and come with a 30-year limited warranty so you can
relax knowing you’re covered now and in the future.

CONTACT ACCESSIBLE SOLUTIONS TODAY
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR BESTBATH

888-534-9211
debbie@MakeYourHomeAccessible.com

Molten Stone™
Accent Colors
Gelcoat Colors

Molten Stone

Accent Colors

Gelcoat Colors

Rock solid durability with a sense of style

If you can imagine it,
we can make it

Proven, Beautiful

Get the look of real stone without the upkeep. Bestbath’s Molten Stone finish gives you
the rich, variegated appearance of granite that is UV, fire, chemical and stain resistant.
With almost unlimited design potential, the possibilities are limited only by your imagination.
Best of all, it’s as tough as it is good looking.
Molten Stone Stock Colors

Every Molten Stone product ships
with color-match silicone for installation
of multi-piece units and accessories.

Bestbath’s stock gelcoat colors are economical,
durable and beautiful. Applied over our exclusive
barrier coat, our gelcoat is smooth and beautiful to
deliver a market-leading luster and finish.

Choose from a nearly limitless selection of
RAL accent colors to create just the right
look. These accent colors provide the look
and flexibility of porcelain tile without all
of the hassle, expense or maintenance.
Match your existing decor. Celebrate your
favorite team. Or just create a look that adds
a touch of personalization to your bathroom.

Combine with other accent or stock
gelcoat colors for a unique look.
Many non-stock colors also available — just ask!
Snow

Sand

Perfect for patterns or decorative borders!

Biscuit

White

Almond

Ice Grey

This is just a small sampling from
the full spectrum of RAL accent colors.
Contact Bestbath for a full list.

Prairie Mountain

Himalaya

Pair stock gelcoat colors
with custom tiles featuring
Molten Stone, Accent Colors
or other stock colors.

Butternut Toffee

Ecru

Fashion Grey

Steel Grey

Bone

Bestbath supplies color
matched silicone for the
installation of multi-piece
units and accessories in
Gelcoat Colors.

